High-pressure hydrocephalus: a novel analytical modeling approach.
Hydrocephalus is an abnormal accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) within ventricles and subarachnoid space (SAS) as a result of disturbances in secretion or absorption procedures. It is believed that arachnoid villi cells, which are microscopic projections of pia-arachnoid mater that extend into venous channels in sagittal sinus, are the main sites for CSF absorption, but it is tempting to speculate that a significant portion of CSF is removed from the SAS by nasal lymphatic vessels around olfactory nerve. Thus, in this paper, we propose an analytical model of CSF-lymphatic-blood circulation, in which these two output pathways for CSF absorption have been considered. Mathematical relations governing the pressures in different interacting compartments of the brain are considered. In addition, for increasing the similarity of our model to the physiological conditions, the bulk flow mechanism, which is supposed to occur during CSF absorption, has been considered in our model. We used our model to simulate hydrocephalus. The results indicate that the lymphatic disorders have more considerable effect in decreasing CSF absorption, compared to the disturbances in arachnoid villi cells. Based on our modeling, we believe that disorders in lymphatic pathway may be a cause of high-pressure hydrocephalus. Surely experimental studies are required to validate our hypothesis.